
 

 

Campbell Soup Bullish Action with New CEO Driving Turnaround 

Ticker/Price: CPB ($46.40) 

 

Analysis: 

Campbell Soup (CPB) with more than 3,150 November $45 calls being bought on the morning up to $2.55 and name 

which has seeing some buyers in the January OTM calls with sales of the $45 and $47 puts as well recently. Shares are 

trading in a narrow range under $48 after a strong earnings report in August with a measured move up to $52. CPB has 

been working out of a long downtrend this year with a key breakdown level to test above at $55. The $13.92B company 

trades 17.55X earnings, 1.72X sales, and 23.55X FCF with a 3% yield. CPB is a turnaround story with a new CEO to start 

2019 who has focused on shedding underperforming assets and reinvesting in core brands. Thus far, the company has 

become much leaner selling their Arnott’s brand and divesting their fresh foods segment including both Bolthouse 

Farms and Garden Fresh Gourmet. This all follows their $5B deal for Snyder’s Lance last year which significantly shifted 

their revenue mix away from soup and into the historically higher-growth snacks segment (snacks are ~50% vs soup at 

~26%). CPB is targeting mid-single digit EPS growth and revenue growth of 1-2% the next two years. Analysts have an 

average target for shares of $42 with 1 buy rating, 5 hold, and 4 sell. Piper upgrading to Neutral in September noting 

that rejuvenating brands that have been under-resourced can take some time. JP Morgan with a $48 PT seeing a less 

promotional strategy for soup this year helping improve profitability. Short interest is 7.1% but down considerably from 

2018 when it was around 13%. Hedge Fund ownership fell 7% in Q2, activist Third Point with 17.2M shares but selling a 

small amount.  

Hawk Vision: 

 

Hawk’s Perspective: CPB is an intriguing event-driven name with a lot of its units still up for sale that could boost 

shares, also a defensive name to target if markets start to head lower. 

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 


